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saying lessons. The authors included Homer, Lucian,
Vergil, Scriptores Romani, a selection book of Latin prose,
and Poetse Graeci, a very elegant compilation of Greek
lyric poetry. Nearly all the poetry construed was sup-
posed to be said by heart. On Saturday and Monday
mornings the sixth form and upper fifth construed part
of a Greek play, which was nearly all the provision made
in^ the school for teaching Attic Greek.
We are •told "that the sixth and fifth forms were
supposed to read in their leisure hours certain books
of' erudition/ as the Jesuits would call it, for the making
of a complete scholar. All fifth form boys wrote three
Latin exercises a week: an original theme, a copy of
original Latin verses, and a copy of Latin lyrics on the
same subject. In the sixth form Greek iambics took
the place of lyrics, but this was probably a late addi-
tion, and it may be doubted whether the Greek was
very pure Attic. The books read in the other forms
were the Odes of Horace, Pomponius Mela, Cornelius
Nepos, Farnaby's* Selection of Epigrams, Caesar,
Terence, and Greek Testament The Greek and Latin
grammars were learnt by heart. For three hours in
the week the younger boys were taught writing and
arithmetic, some of the fifth form geography or algebra,
and those who stayed long enough went thrpugh parts
of Euclid. No mention is made of history, and none
of science ; competition was not carried to such an
extent as in the Jesuit schools. The boys were tried
on passing from one form to another. A system of
money rewards for good boys was in force, paid by the
•dames, but put down to the account of the parents. The
system of ' challenges' obtained in the lower part of the
school, and flogging was established as a recognised mode
of punishment. The praepostors, or sixth form, had

